January 2017 Selected Reports of MFPD:
The following are notable activity incidents occurring in the past month.
17-0218: Theft of pallets from the lot of TJ Hale Corp. Two prior incidents may be related as are thefts that have
occurred in other jurisdictions, suspects have been developed.
17-0202 Retail theft in progress, Ulta: A woman was arrested after dropping merchandise and admitting her
involvement. Her male associate was arrested on a warrant.
17-0199 Retail theft, Woodman’s: An unknown adult male concealed merchandise and left the store in a vehicle.
Follow up continues using the plate obtained.
17-0177 Battery: While in a parked car, an adult male pushed an adult female causing her head to strike the
seatbelt tether of the passenger side seat causing injury. The woman waived the 72-hour no contact period and
the male was uncooperative when contacted at a later time. Charges were referred to the DA.
17-0176 Fraud and retail theft, Target: An adult male was arrested for a fraudulent return of merchandise and the
removal of merchandise from the store.
17-0164 Retail theft, Woodman’s: Four male suspects selected food items and fled without paying.
17-0166 Theft of semitrailer, Lamplight Farms: White 2000 Wabash semitrailer with a Louisiana registration plate.
17-0162 Theft, Walgreen’s North: An engagement ring left on a bathroom sink was taken w/o consent.
17-0152 Theft from vehicle, Marcus Theater: An unknown actor entered a vehicle and removed a black Samsonite
hard side briefcase containing 6 credit cards as well as paperwork containing customer information.
17-0151 Retail theft, JC Penney: Three female suspects left the store all carrying merchandise which they did not
pay for. The suspect vehicle was a silver sedan displaying a Wisconsin plate.
17-0149 Theft from vehicle, Power Products: An unknown person entered a vehicle in the lot and removed a
handgun from a locked glove compartment. Video obtained of a M/W suspect entering the lot in a SUV with
headlights off and attempt/make entry to several vehicles in the lot.
17-0147 Theft: A business reported one of the past weekend's bank deposits had not been deposited. The
employees of the business are being interviewed.
17-0142 Retail theft, Ulta: Suspects are two females believed to be the same suspects in case 16-2568 and 170002. At least two bottles of men's cologne were taken. Dark color sedan and fled e/b on Falls Parkway.
17-0132 and 17-0133 Retail Theft, Pick ‘n Save South: The same suspect committed thefts on 01-18-17 (17-0132),
01-17-17 (17-0133) and 12-22-16 (16-2519). He was also arrested on a warrant through Germantown PD.
17-0135 Theft from vehicle, Pick ‘n Save North: An adult female entered an unlocked van and removed change.
The suspect admitted she had stolen money and the property was recovered.
17-0125 Retail Theft, Menomonee Falls Gas and Liquor (BP): One suspect distracted the clerk while another
removed a display of Bic lighters. A suspect was developed by another agency.
17-0117 Theft, Piggly Wiggly: A female suspect distracted the victim while a male suspect removed the victim's
wallet. Both suspects left the scene in a dark blue Dodge Dakota pick-up with no cap. An officer briefly pursued
the vehicle then terminated due to weather and high traffic conditions. Photos of the suspects were obtained.

17-0103 Burglary, Hand and Stone Massage: A smashed window was found near the front entrance. Suspect,
M/U, light hoodie, yellow gloves, blue jeans, black boots removed two cash drawers containing currency fled in a
possible white Cadillac sedan.
17-0060 Theft, JC Penney: An employee worked in concert with others known to her to void purchases so as to
avoid paying for merchandise. This occurred on at last three occasions. The employee was arrested.
17-0046 IOWC complaint from COSTCO: An adult male passed two worthless checks. The suspect has spoken
with COSTCO and with the officer but has failed to make payment.
17-0040 Retail theft, Speedway: One suspect distracted clerk while another suspect stole cigarettes from behind
the counter. Suspects are described as #1) M/B, 40-50 YOA, 6'-6'2", 200-250lbs, black and grey beard wearing a
grey hooded sweatshirt with hood up, grey sweat pants and black shoes; #2) M/B, 30-40 YOA, 6'-6'2", 200-250lbs,
black hair, wearing a grey hooded sweatshirt with hood up, grey sweat pants, and tan boots. Silver 4dr vehicle.
17-0037 Theft, Pet World: A known suspect removed a dog sweater and left w/o making payment. The suspect
was asked to return to the store to meet MFPD but did not do so. An officer spoke to the suspect via phone and
he denied the theft and refused to return to the store. Follow up continues.
17-0033 Theft, Ulta: Five suspects entered Ulta beauty supply, concealed property within their clothing, and fled in
a white Chevrolet extended cab pickup truck with no rear plates. Unidentified suspects were 2 M/W, 1 F/W, and
M/W juvenile, all possibly Hispanic. 1 additional adult suspect was identified by name.
17-0032 Theft of trailer: A 26' Loadmaster trailer was removed from Wandsneider Landscape.
17-0028 Retail theft, Home Depot: A male and female suspects selected numerous power tool kits then left store
without making payment. The male was known to Home Depot and arrested by Wauwatosa. PD Related to 170021, 17-0027, 16-2417.
17-0026 Theft from vehicle, Marcus Theater: Stolen was a Motorola Droid Turbo 2 cell phone.
17-0022 Retail theft, Ulta: Two female suspects filled an Ulta mesh shopping bag with perfume and cologne. Dark
red Chevy (possibly a Malibu) with partial plate of 555-???. The suspects in this case may be the same suspects in
case 16-2568 which occurred at Ulta on 12-30-16.
17-0011 Stolen vehicle, ZB Wisconsin: A vehicle was stolen from the lot but not reported until after an MPD
Officer stopped the vehicle for a traffic violation and cited the driver. MFPD was notified of the earlier traffic stop,
and is investigating.
17-0004 Retail theft, Target: A person was stopped by officers and admitted to not paying for the items. Charged
and released.

